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NAME (CITY SCHOOLS)
CITY SCHOOLS
HOME OF THE PANTHERS
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OFFICIAL BRAND GUIDELINES
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BRAND IDENTITY
With
origins
dating back
to 1837, Springboro Community City Schools has
Section
Introduction
Paragraph...
a rich history. Our current brand reflects the continued strength and spirit
of our community, building upon our district's historic representation as we
SECTION SUBHEAD 2
keep
our Sequi
sightsoffictaquam
set on theveliquam,
future. sectus, anducil lendandelit qui rera ditatusdae porem
Body Text.
qui ut doloria de sumqui reictota venempore santibus id magnimporum eium quia vent lanti
sit labo. Nem eius doluptae ne voluptur sam quas moloribus perrum aut porro quo volor
HISTORY OF THE SPRINGBORO PANTHERS
molorum quatquam, sum digene cus, et ea nobit harchiligent millestotas ped quamus.
Various iterations of the panther have represented Springboro through the 1900s. The
current version of the logo was first implemented by the district in the early 2000s, and was
SECTION
SUBHEAD
only
used for
athletics.2In 2014, the Panther head became the official district-wide logo for
Body Text. Sequi
offictaquam veliquam, sectus, anducil lendandelit qui rera ditatusdae porem
Springboro
Schools.
qui ut doloria de sumqui reictota venempore santibus id magnimporum eium quia vent lanti
sit labo. Nem eius doluptae ne voluptur sam quas moloribus perrum aut porro quo volor
OUR MISSION: ENGAGE. PREPARE. INSPIRE. CHALLENGE.
molorum quatquam, sum digene cus, et ea nobit harchiligent millestotas ped quamus.
Our teachers provide an EPIC (Engage, Prepare, Inspire, Challenge) experience for our
students. We offer tremendous opportunities for students to excel academically, in athletics
and in the arts. Our brand strives to thoroughly communicate our EPIC leadership.
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PANTHER MARK
STRONG. SPIRITED. SPRINGBORO.
The Panther mark is a modern, monotone logo with crisp lines and smooth curves.
The appearance is fierce, with sharp angles, conveying an intimidating presence to
represent Springboro's athletic teams. At the same time, the Panther's face portrays a
resolved sense of confidence as it looks forward to the future—indicative of Springboro's
dedication to leadership and progress in academics.
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LETTERMARK
S IS FOR SPRINGBORO
The "S" lettermark is in a modified (slanted) version of Agency FB, and is outlined in
white. For additional contrast the white border is outlined again in blue for instances
where the lettermark appears on a light-colored background. The bold strokes and slant
of the "S" give the logo a modern look with implied movement. Springboro Schools is
consistently looking and progressing forward, and every brand element communicates
that mentality.
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COMBINATION MARK
TWO BECOMES ONE
The combination mark is comprised of two elements—the panther mark and either the
district or athletic wordmark. The combination of these elements create a recognizable,
shared identity for both the academic and extracurricular activities of the district.
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DISTRICT WORDMARK
Our brand includes three wordmarks. Springboro Schools receives the same treatment
as our lettermark with an italicized sans serif look. The wordmark appears as either
white, blue, or blue with a white outline.
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ATHLETIC WORDMARK
In addition to the district wordmark, we also have an athletic wordmark for the
Springboro Panthers' athletic teams in a fierce display font. Either wordmark may appear
beneath the panther mark to create a combination mark.
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CHECKER BORDER
Our brand utilizes a checker patterned border, which may appear on official district
communications such as letterhead, newsletters and press releases. The border is
available in both a 3-square and 6-square version:

3-SQUARE CHECKER BORDER

6-SQUARE CHECKER BORDER

The border may be modified to 4-squares or 5-squares, but may NOT appear with less
than 3-squares or more than 6-squares.
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DISTRICT SHIELD
Our district shield communicates Springboro Schools' commitment to EPIC education.
This special emblem may ONLY be used on official district communication by the
Springboro Schools communications office, and upon prior approved request.
To inquire, please email smarshall@springboro.org.
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COLORS
PRIMARY COLORS
Panther Blue is the primary brand color. It should be used wherever possible as the main
color with white used for highlighting and outlines. Brand elements may appear in black
only when the blue and white versions of the logo aren't possible to use.

PANTHER BLUE

Pantone 2945 C
C. 100 M. 73 Y. 20 K. 6
R. 0 G. 74 B. 152
Hex: #004A98

WHITE

C. 0 M. 0 Y. 0 K. 0
R. 255 G. 255 B. 255
Hex: #FFFFFF

BLACK

C. 0 M. 0 Y. 0 K. 100
R. 0 G. 0 B. 0
Hex: #000000

SECONDARY COLORS
Panther Grey is the secondary color used for accents or when greyscale is needed.

PANTHER GREY

Pantone 427 C
C. 18 M. 12 Y. 13 K. 0
R. 207 G. 210 B. 211
Hex: #CFD2D3
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TYPOGRAPHY
TYPOGRAPHY
PRIMARY FONTS

AGENCY FB BOLD
Agency FB Bold is a graphic san-serif font with a unique, sporty character. For the district
and athletic word and lettermarks, Agency FB Bold is utilized with a 10-degree slant. It is
the primary font for Springboro Community City Schools.

Calibri
Calibri is a clean san-serif typeface with clear readability. Calibri appears as the
secondary or body font on district communications.

ALTERNATIVE FONTS

TEKO Medium
Teko Medium typeface is a similar font to Agency FB Bold and may be used in instances
where Agency FB is not available. It is an Open Source font and is supported by Google
applications.

Verdana
Verdana is a websafe san-serif typeface that can be used for body text as a substitution
for Calibri. Verdana is a great choice for web, email and other electronic communication.
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AREA OF ISOLATION
When using our logos or wordmarks, they should be surrounded with clear spaces to
ensure proper visibility. No elements of any kind should invade this zone.

COMBINATION MARK

LETTERMARK

X

X
The area of isolation for the combination mark is the
height of the "S" in "Springboro" as illustrated above.

The area of isolation for the
lettermark is the height of the lower
beak of the "S" as illustrated above.

WORDMARK

X
The area of isolation for the wordmark is the height of the "S" in "Springboro" as illustrated
above.
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INCORRECT APPLICATIONS
1

Do not flip the logo. The panther always
faces forward—it never looks back.

2

Do not rotate or invert the logo.

3

Do not change the colors or
transparency of the logo.

4

Do not stretch or shear the logo.

5

Do not add effects or filters to the logo.
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INCORRECT APPLICATIONS (CONTINUED)

6

7

13

The district's checker border should only appear at 0°
(horizontal) or 180° (vertical). Do not rotate the border.

Do not overlay the wordmark or any other logo over the checker border.

INCORRECT APPLICATIONS (CONTINUED)

8

The previous version of the district shield is never
to be used under any circumstance.

INCORRECT VERSION
• EPIC is in incorrect order (Engage, Prepare, Challenge, Inspire).
• Shield utilizes incorrect font.

CORRECT VERSION
• EPIC is in correct order (Engage, Prepare, Inspire, Challenge).
• Shield utilizes Agency FB, the primary brand font.
In following these Brand Guidelines, please only use the official logos contained within this
document. The logos are not to be altered or modified in any way, including the examples above.
Please contact the district with any questions you have regarding appropriate use of the logo.
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LETTERHEAD
Official district letterhead is available as both Microsoft Word and Google Doc templates for
each building and administrative department. All external communications will utilize official
letterhead for brand consistency.
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EMAIL SIGNATURE
The official district email signature will be used by all district staff, with no exceptions.
No modifications or additions to the district signature are permitted. Please contact the
communications department to receive a copy of the template document. Simply customize
your credentials and copy/paste the entire graphic into the email signature field.
Use by individuals not affiliated with Springboro Schools is strictly prohibited.
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PRESENTATION DECK
The district slide deck will be used for all external presentations to reinforce our brand and
provide clear communication. The deck includes a variety of text, image, title, and transition
slides that are clear, concise, and easy to adapt for any presentation.
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BUSINESS CARDS
Branded business cards will be provided to district staff upon request for external use.
Versions are available for the district and each of Springboro's school buildings.
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in this
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1 guide are the “official” logos of Springboro Schools. The
Panther Mark logo is a registered trademark ® of Springboro Community City School
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These
standards
meant to stifle
creativity;
provide
a framework of unity for the Springboro community. For more information about the
brand guidelines, or to request an official file to use, please contact the communications
department at smarshall@springboro.org or (937) 748-3960.
Thank you!
Scott Marshall
District Communications Coordinator
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